


sophia thinking BAUHAUS

LIM
ITED EDITION

the most influential school of design in history, the Bauhaus,  
created a light that changed the world around it. Even after 
100 years its ethos and output is still here.

sophia Enjoy thinking inspired by the power of this move-
ment and to honor it, created with respect a LiMitED EDition 
capsule collection called sophia thinking BAUHAUS. 
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VENUS DE M
ILO
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FoUR VEnUs DanCing
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VEnUs DECo pLEXi
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WaLL aRt VEnUs MEtaL
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WingED nikE oF saMothRaCE
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FoUR nikE DanCing
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WaLL aRt nikE MEtaL
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BookEnDs akRokERaMo

DECo CoLLECtion
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apoLLo hEaD
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giFt CoLLECtion

DECo CoLLECtion
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DoVEs
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sophia Enjoy thinking
SOPHIA (greek for wisdom) - Enjoy Thinking is a brand, which strives to evoke 
the greek cultural heritage all over the world through modern design, ethical trade and 
collaborative processes. 

SOPHIA- Enjoy Thinking shares the traditions, the beauty, the craftsmanship, the 
art, the passion, the knowledge and the thoughts of greek civilization. our motto “Enjoy 
thinking”, encapsulates our design philosophy, which is to create unique, thought-pro-
voking, hand made home design objects, tableware and stationery items. 

alexandra, greek designer, founded sophia Enjoy thinking, based on the concepts of 
beauty, health, endurance, strength, victory and wisdom, deeply engraved in ancient 
greek heritage that have remained eternal and authentic. 

Flagship Store:
15 pindarou str.,kolonaki

106 73 athens / greece
t +30 210 3606930

Follow us on instagram & facebook: 
sophia.enjoythinking.live

108 kapodistriou str., Moshato
18345 athens / greece

t +30 2 10 940 8 980
E sales@sophia.com.gr

www.sophia.com.gr
Follow us on instagram & facebook: sophia.enjoythinking

photos: Fotis karapiperis 
(studio Verve)

artwork: Rallou grigoropoulou
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